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Abstract: The emergence of social media like twitter has reduced the size of the world from a humungous oblate ellipsoid to a 
complex network wherein individuals are just a few clicks away. Twitter, a free micro-blogging social media platform has 
become ever more popular not only as a social site for communication but also it has become a global source for stance on 
controversial politics, business advertising and follow up on current news. However, this has also lead to the rise of undesirable 
activities like spamming and presence of fake accounts. Today, a total of 1.3 billion accounts have been created on twitter and it 
estimates approximately 23 million of its active users are actually bots. One popular approach suggest to tackle these problems 
are employing Machine Learning tools to detect spam and subsequently remove them. 
In this paper, we have presented a detailed analysis on identifying spam accounts by key-features and latest methods, also by 
using machine learning algorithms and prepared comprehensive review for the best algorithm to implement based on inferences 
drawn from previous research papers and articles published in this field with discussion on recent features implemented by 
twitter to eradicate this sophisticated but tough to obliterate issue. Also, we have highlighted some common spammers’ behavior 
that has been observed over the years. 
Index Terms: Twitter spam; spam detection; machine learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of the technology-oriented era, prominent social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram are not only 
restricted as a source of entertainment, but are fully integrated into our lives.  Twitter, is an American-based micro blogging website 
that allows people to connect from all around the world to freely express themselves via posts, popularly known as “tweets” within 
280 characters. Every second, on average, around 6,000 tweets are posted on Twitter, which corresponds to over 350,000 tweets 
sent per minute, 500 million tweets per day and around 200 billion tweets per year [1]. 
This attention as a global prominent site is also facing long existing but escalating problems such as spamming or presence of many 
fake accounts or “bots”, which are self-regulating, that is jeopardizing the privacy and content for its users. Especially now more 
than ever because business companies see these users as potential customers and this social media platform as an opportunity for 
advertising for them,  stands to acquire a great amount of exposure. These bots have generated an increasing amount of 
misinformation and spam messages in recent years, Also, the feature “Trending topics”, which is identified with the symbol“#” 
known as hash tag, the most discussed topic on Twitter with “#” at a particular time, is considered as a chance to produce a 
significant amount of profit and traffic activities.  

 
[6] 
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Spammers have a field day as they send tweets involving exact trending hash tag topic, generally crammed with distrustful or URL 
links that are not verified from genuine authorized sources, may redirect users all the way to unassociated websites which may lead 
to phishing scams or downloading of hazardous files, etc. This kind of spam can depreciate synchronized search and content utilities 
lest techniques to intercept spammers are implemented.  
For instance, the incident of 15th July 2020, during which Twitter suffered a crucial security breach that saw hackers take control of 
130 high-profile accounts of major public figures and corporations, including Joe Biden, Barack Obama, Elon Musk, Bill Gates, Jeff 
Bezos and Apple, and used them to send tweets promoting a bit coin scam [2]. The scam tweets asked people to send bit coin 
currency to a particular crypto currency pocketbook, with the promise of the Twitter user that cash sent would be doubled and came 
back as a charitable gesture [3].  Among minutes from the initial tweets, over 320 transactions had already taken place on one in 
every of the wallet addresses, and bit coin to a worth of more than US$110,000 had been deposited in one account before the scam 
messages were removed by Twitter[4]. Twitter and various media sources confirmed that the perpetrators had gained access to 
Twitter' body tools in order that they could alter the accounts themselves and post the tweets directly. They appeared to have used 
social engineering to achieve access to the tools via Twitter employees, through spear-phishing attack. Similarly, in September 
2014, the nationwide web folded in New Zealand was triggered by Twitter spam campaigns, that unfold the DDOS malware that 
leaked inappropriate photos from Hollywood celebrities [5]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to prevent the massive amount and 
threat of spam emails on Twitter.  
One reliable and basic solution to these challenges is to use Machine Learning techniques to identify and flag suspected spam 
accounts or tweets, which can then be removed. 
 
The main contributions of this survey are summarized as follows: 
1) Based on the various inferences drawn from previous research work over the years, review of identifying spam accounts on 

twitter manually and using machine learning algorithms has been presented. 
2) Potential threats and latest features that twitter has implemented to eradicate this sophisticated but tough to obliterate issue has 

been discussed. 
3) Common spammers’ behavior that has been observed and reported in previous research papers and articles published in the 

same field has also been discussed along with key- features of twitter.  
4) Discussion and comparison of best used machine learning algorithms has been inferred. 
A lot of researches have been applied to standing in front of the problem of social spamming. Section IV discusses latest spam 
detection features that Twitter acquires which includes syntax-based, feature-based and blacklisted techniques. 
 

II. FRAMEWORK 
This section introduces the features of Twitter and how Twitter handles spam: 

A. Latest Attributes Of Twitter 
Twitter lets users to follow accounts or topics that they're interested in. The users have the privileges of like, comment, retweet 
(RT), bookmarker or sharing via direct message (DM). Every user includes a distinctive Twitter username, and users will post 
tweets that refer others by adding their usernames with beginning “@” character which is termed as “mention” on Twitter. Users are 
straight off informed with notifications once a mention, like, or RT happens to at least one of his tweets.  

 
Figure.1 The user receives recommendations to follow any person, factor or topic of interest on twitter. 
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People often need more than one Tweet to express them. Another feature of Twitter is “thread”; it is a series of Tweets linked by a 
person. With a discussion thread, you can provide additional context, an update, or an extended point by linking multiple Tweets 
together. 
Another function of Twitter is letting users create public or non-public lists if they want to prepare their hobbies via way of means 
of grouping users whose hobbies are identical or similar. Similarly, it is viable to control lists by including users to the lists or 
getting rid of users from the lists which the user is the proprietor of. The lists the users follow are classified as “following” while the 
lists the user is added by their owners are classified as “member of” [6, 7]. 
 

B. Types Of Spammers 
Spammers are malicious users or autonomous accounts whose main goal is to contaminate the real-time experience on twitter and 
infect information submitted by legitimate users and, in turn, pose a risk to the security and privacy of social networks. Spammers 
fall into the following categories: 
1) Phishers: are users who behave like a normal user to acquire personal data from other real users.  
2) Fake Accounts: These are users who pose as genuine users but can tweet suspicious URL links that are not verified from 

genuine authorized sources, may redirect users all the way to unassociated websites which may lead to phishing scams or 
downloading of hazardous files, etc. 

3) Business Advertisers: are those who send malicious links of advertisements or other promotional links to others in order to 
obtain their personal information. 
 

C. Threats on Twitter 
1) Spammed Tweets [10]: Twitter permits its users to post tweets of most 280 characters however in spite of the character limit, 

cybercriminals have found how to really use this limitation to their advantage by making short but compelling tweets with links 
for promotions at no cost vouchers or job advertising posts or different promotions. 

2) Hazardous Direct Messages (DM): Users often receive messages in their inbox that can say, "Click and get 10,000 followers 
instantly"; they may contain malicious links that, in turn, exploit the twitter experience.  

3) Harmful Downloads [10]: Twitter has been utilized by cyber criminals to unfold posts with hyperlinks to malware down load 
pages. FAKEAV and backdoor[10]  packages are the examples of Twitter Trojan horse that sent  direct messages, or even 
malware that affected each Windows and Mac working systems.  

4) ‘Bot’ generated accounts [10]: Cybercriminals have a tendency to apply Twitter to control and manipulate botnets. These 
botnets manipulate the users’ debts and pose a hazard to their protection and privacy.  

A Nexgate report estimates that an average of one spam post occurs in 200 social media posts [8], and a recent study reports that 
around 15% of active Twitter users are automated bots [9]. The increasing volume of unwanted posts and the use of social bots to 
create posts raise many concerns about the credibility and representativeness of the data for research. 
 
D. Twitter's Approach to Dealing with Spam 
Twitter uses both manual and automated services to compete with spammers and provide a spam-free environment. The manual way 
is for Twitter users to report spammers through spammers' profile pages. Twitter offers a user feature as to inform the account by 
selecting the reason. Another way that is frequently reported in the literature is to mention spammers in the official account 
"@spam" [12-14], but according to the latest Twitter report, this method is to report spam, is obsolete [30].  Wang also reports that 
this method is abused by both hoaxes and spam [29]. These manual approaches are labor intensive and, with billions of users, would 
not be enough to detect all spammers.  Twitter has set technical limits for accounts that are [16]: 

1) Direct messages (daily): the limit is 1,000 messages sent per day. 
2) Tweets: 2,400 per day. Retweets are counted as tweets.  
3) Account email changes: 4 per hour.  
4) Following accounts (daily): The technical tracking limit is 400 per day. This is just a technical account limit and that there are 

additional rules that prohibit aggressive following behavior.  
5) Following accounts (Account Based): As soon as one account follows 5,000 other accounts, additional follow attempts are 

limited by specific account conditions. 
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III. ATTRIBUTES DISTINGUISHING SPAMMERS & NON-SPAMMERS IN TWITTER 
Twitter spam detection attributes can be divided into 3 categories below: 
Various approaches based on different types of characteristics have been proposed. Some studies relied on the functions of the user 
profile  and the functions of the message content  to identify spam [17,18]; some suggested the use of graph-based functions, 
typically the distance and connectivity of a social graph [13,19]; and some others have relied on embedded URLs as a means of 
spam detection [17,20]. 

A. User Profile and Content Based Attributes 
Functions based on user profiles and message content can be easily extracted with little computational effort using the Twitter API. 
Therefore, it is convenient to collect a large amount of account information and sample messages for analysis and research. Since 
some of these features, such as biography, location, home page, and creation date, are user-controlled, they are not necessary in 
terms of spam detection. 

When analyzing spammer behavior in the context of account-based features, the following facts are taken into account: 
1) Usually a spammer account tends to follow other legitimate accounts in a high amount; it is usually to attract attention, so the 

number of followers is expected to be high compared to legitimate users.  
2) Since legitimate users do not follow spammers, the number of followers is expected to be lower compared to legitimate users.  
3) A spammers' tweets are unsolicited, so the number of likes and retweets of their tweets is expected to be lower compared to 

legitimate users.  
4) Usually a spammer tends to post a lot of tweets to get the attention of legitimate users; the number of tweets sent from the 

account is expected to be high compared to legitimate users.  
5) Spam posts usually contains normal content such as advertisement of a product or it may mention "Click and get 10,000 

followers instantly"; which can attract legitimate users.   
6) Since spammers tweets are ignored by legitimate users, the number of replies and mentions spammers receive is expected to be 

small compared to legitimate users.  
7) Spammers tend to post the same or similar tweets posted by one or more controlled accounts. 

 
B. Graph-based Attributes 
Graphical spam detection methods are based on the characteristics (or combinations thereof) of a tweet such as sender, mentions, 
hashtags, number of likes, retweets, replies, location and date etc. . Song et al. [19] Extracts the distance and connectivity between 
the sender of the tweet and the mentions. While Distance defines the length of the shortest path between the sender of the tweet and 
the mentions, Connection defines the strength of the connection between users. Graphical data models are the perfect solution for 
representing data for which information about data networks or topology is at least as important as the data itself [21]. Therefore, 
social networks such as Facebook, Twitter usually use graphs based mainly on user activity, themes and bidirectional interactions 
[22, 23]. Graph-based functions results in the best performance in terms of accuracy and sensitivity in distinguishing spammers 
from legitimate users. 

When the spammer's behavior is analyzed in graph-based functionality, the following facts are observed:  
1) The connectivity between spammers and legitimate users is stronger than the connectivity between two legitimate users.  
2) Graphics-based features provide the most powerful performance for detecting spammers and spammers because they are 

difficult to manipulate and are not controlled by the user. 
 

C. Tweet-based Attributes 
Spammers tend to post a lot of unwanted tweets to legitimate users to get attention. Spammers can be identified by analyzing tweets. 
This is necessary to filter spam tweets from legitimate ones and provide users with a spam-free environment, which is the goal of 
Twitter. Each tweet contains the information listed in Table 1. The most important feature that distinguishes spam accounts from 
regular users is that the tweets they share contain short links and hashtags. Spam users share the most talked about hashtags and 
topics in their tweets to get a wider audience, share short links in their tweets to get attention. Since the number of followers of spam 
users is low, the number of tweets and retweets is much lower than that of ordinary users. Spam users often use the words below in 
their tweets. Spam users create random mentions in their tweets to get other users' attention. 
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When analyzing the behavior of spammers in the context of tweet-based functions, the following facts are observed:  
1) A Spam account usually uses links to direct legitimate users towards their malicious purposes.  
2) A Spammer tends to use multiple mentions to attract the attention of more legitimate users.  
3) Spammers often use high amount of hashtags mainly the trending ones to reach more users.  
4) Because spammers' tweets are unsolicited, the number of likes and retweets their tweets receive is much lower compared to 

legitimate users. 
 

D. URL-based Attributes 
While detecting Twitter spam using the social graph feature can work satisfactorily, collecting this feature takes time and money 
because Twitter's user graph is very large and complex.  
In contrast, there is some work that uses URLs embedded in tweets to detect spam on Twitter assuming that all spam tweets contain 
URLs.  
Thomas et al. [24] developed a real-time system to detect spam by crawling URLs. They use features extracted from URLs, such as 
domain tokens, path tokens, and URL query parameters as detection criteria. Furthermore, in [20], Lee et al. rely on tweet URL 
features, such as linked URL redirect chains, to develop near-real-time systems for detecting suspicious URLs in tweets. 

Table 1. Features to identify spam accounts 

Profile-based attributes:                                                  Profile based features  includes demographic characteristics such as 
profile details, number of followers, number of followers, follower / follower ratio, reputation, account age, average time 
between tweets, time behavior, idle times, and frequency of tweets. 

Content-based attributes:                                                   Content-based characteristics include the number of hashtags (#), the 
number of URLS in tweets, @mentions, retweets, spam, HTTP links, trending topics, duplicate tweets, etc.                                                                                     

Tweet-based attributes:                                                   Tweet based content features includes sender, mentions on tweet, URL 
in the content, number of hashtags, likes, retweets, replies, length of tweet, sharing date and location. 

 
IV. LATEST METHODS TWITTER ACQUIRES FOR SPAM IDENTIFICATION 

In a study comparing email spam to social spam, twitter's spam click-through rate is 0.13%, although spam in email is 0.0003% ~ 
0.0006% [25]. Furthermore, social spam is considered more dangerous and deceives many users. To perpetuate such problems, 
several spam detection studies focus on the message or account level.  
However, these detection approaches still check the content or URLs of each Tweet to determine whether or not it contains spam. 
But these approaches could not generate a comparable result, as they depended only on a single algorithm used in its mechanism. 
Recently, much research has focused on the construction of binary classifications with the input of static features [26, 24].  
Features can be generated from Twitter's streaming APIs and selected by a JSON object, and they include user-level attributes (such 
as numbers, URL number, hashtags in the tweet) and account-level attributes (such as account age, number of followers, and 
number of subscribers)) [28].  
At the same time, blacklisting techniques are time-consuming due to the individual's participation in the recognition of unsolicited 
information. Therefore, these challenges contribute to the motivation of our work. 
A lot of research has been done on the problem of social spam. This work is divided into three categories as defined in Figure.2, 
based on an overview of approaches and challenges which divides them into three main categories: parsing, analysis of blacklist 
features and techniques. 
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Figure.9 Latest Twitter Spam Detection Classification 

A. Detection Based on Syntax Analysis 
The syntax-based detector analyzes the content of a tweet, including language characteristics and shortened URLs, to determine 
whether the tweet is spam or not. These methods focus on word or character-based analysis of tweets. Most spammers use shortened 
URLs to hide the spam URLs they generate from an ordinal shortened service to authorize them between users. Lee and Kim [20] 
proposed a novel technique to detect malicious Twitter URLs based on the information ratio of suspicious URLs, but it got stuck 
with dynamic redirection. Wang et al. [29] Create a dataset with a click-through rate function to classify whether the shortened 
URLs are spam or not. However, some approaches focus on the content of the tweets. 

B. Detection Based on Feature Analysis 
The second group, feature-based detectors, extracts a set of statistical features of tweets to help the classifier used to determine 
whether or not the tweet is spam. This group uses a combination of techniques: account-based functions, tweet-based functions, and 
social graphics functions. Account-based functions include account age and number of followers, while tweet-based functions are 
number of characters and number of urls. To overcome some of the weaknesses of account- and tweet-based functions, some recent 
studies, have found that the introduction of a social graph to detect spam by analyzing mathematical characteristics, such as social 
distance and connectivity between followers, is more solid. Functions based on functional analysis depend on the creation of 
statistical characteristics from the account and / or tweet, which are used as training input functions for various classifiers in 
machine learning, as defined in this work. Account roles are defined as the age of the user account, the number of followers, and the 
number of followers. The characteristics of tweets include the average number of words in each tweet, the average number of 
hashtags in a tweet, the proportion of account tweets that contain URLs, etc. These feature extraction techniques were developed. 
There are also certain strategies that concentrate on statistical in-depth analysis Methods in Depth: There are a few common 
account-level features. The account-based features may differ as well. Effectively distinguish between spam and non-spam. For 
instance, the number of followers of benign accounts and the number of followers of followers were significantly greater than those 
found in spammers, and Spammers' life cycles were similarly shorter than legitimate users' (Chen et al., 2015). In particular, other 
features performed differently than “reputation.” In general, a spammer's reputation was either 100 percent positive or negative or 
very low, whereas a normal user's reputation ranged from 30 to 90 percent. This will make it much easier to discern spam from 
normal behavior. 

C. Blacklist Techniques 
In the latter group, blacklist-based detectors, accounts, and tweets are blocked based on user feedback or URL reputation. [25] 
Presented the first study on the effectiveness of some of the techniques used to detect Twitter in the past. Examples are spam 
behavior, clicks and blacklists. The authors found that blacklisting methods (e.g. Google SafeBrowsing) are too slow to detect new 
threats. They found that although 90% of victims visit the spam URLs in the first two days, it would take four to twenty days for the 
spam tweet URLs to be blacklisted. Another study found that blacklists can protect only a few users, and claimed that the regional 
response rate study could improve spam detection [25]. To get around the limitations of the blacklist, some preliminary studies have 
used heuristic rules to filter Twitter spam [25]. 
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V. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES USED IN SPAM TECHNIQUES 
A. Naïve Bayes 
It is an efficient classifier that is used to classify the text message as a spam message or a ham radio message. The naive Bayesian 
classifier is based on probability theory. This model is used because it performs well and requires less computational time to train 
the model. The main assumption of this algorithm is that the characteristics of a data set are independent, that is, the probability of 
one attribute does not affect the probability of the other. This classifier is used to classify the tweet based on the posterior 
probability that the tweets belong to different classes. 

B. Random Forest 
Random forest is a powerful and fully automated learning technique. It requires almost no data preparation or modeling experience, 
and allows analysts to achieve highly effective models. In the random forest approach, many decision trees are created. Each record 
is fed to each decision tree [15]. The applicable general results are used for each memorandum and final result. New controls were 
entered into all trees and a majority was taken for each evaluation model, errors were estimated in cases not being used during tree 
construction. OOB (Out of bag) is called the accepted forecast error as a percentage [16]. The basic syntax for creating a random 
forest in R is Random Forest (formula, data). A formula is a formula that describes the predicted variable and its response. Data is a 
noun used for the existence of data collection.  
 As we realize that a forest is composed of trees, more trees mean stronger forests. Similarly, a random forest algorithm produces 
decision trees on data samples and eventually selects the best arrangement through methods for casting a vote on each of them after 
the prediction. It is a gathering strategy which is superior to a single decision tree since it diminishes the over fitting by averaging 
the outcome. Due to the simplicity it provides, it can be used for classification and regression problems as well. 

C. SVM 
Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning algorithm that can be used for classification and regression. The essence of SVM is 
a linear separation hyper plane. SVM also supports the kernel method, also known as kernel SVM, which allows us to lift non-
linearity. He practiced on labeled data. Study the tagged data and classify the new data based on what you learned in the training 
phase. The advantages of SVM are that it provides high dimensions, memory coherent and ambidexterity. 

D. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
KNN can be used to solve many problems, suppose, in classification; we can classify a new point just by looking at the class of its 
nearest neighbors. We can also use KNN to find the documents that are most similar to a particular document for plagiarism, find 
mirrors, etc. In recommendation systems, we can use KNN to find items that are most similar to an item that a user has not rated, 
and then calculate whether the user likes it or not. We can use it in clustering algorithms and there are many other applications. 

VI. LITERATURE SURVEY ON MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS: 
[31] Proposed included extraction steps and preprocessing techniques for recognized whether tweets were spam or not spam. The 
element extraction was requested into various five unmistakable classes of record data based components, client profile based 
element, client collaboration based element, and client action based element, tweet content based provisions and 28 distinct features 
included. Learning measure through two polynomial pieces and Gaussians a help vector utilized. At the last stage research technique 
contrast and Naïve Bayes, Random Forests, K-Nearest Neighbors and Multilayer Perceptron strategies. The gain result shows the 
greatness of the exploration technique by utilizing polynomial pieces and SVM calculations with .96 exactness, .93 effectiveness, 
.988 accuracy and F-.969. 
[32] Recommended a superior method to annul abused innovations and search better approaches to give bring about progress. They 
proposed four modules: Data Evaluation that breaks down information, Pre-taking care of that handles the missing information in 
datasets, highlight designing that limited the choice element to AI calculation and expectation module just tried the all handling step 
that applied on datasets not utilized for preparing. The given design simply tells the method of distinguishing spam information. 
They didn't carry out any strategy on the clarified module; they just recommended how to distinguish spam information. 
[33] Present another setting up camp identification model that relies upon vector-based characteristics for sentence introducing. The 
entire exploration relies upon 3 essential advances: Firstly, to examine the similitude of Twitter accounts in which posts or tweets 
are on a similar point. This likeness assists with building a chart. Second means, to arrange crusades, the diagram was based on 
comparable records. Third step, characterizing the distinguishing tweets as spam crusades. Ground-truth twitter dataset from twitter 
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acquired by utilizing a genuine 3-day. Two-venture semantic likeness work applied on datasets. The Sent2vec model is utilized for 
discovered likeness and Manhattan lstm model is utilized for recalculating the similitude. These models gave the consequence of 58 
up-and-comer crusades: A Precision was 0.945, A Recall was 0.93 and AF was 0.946. These models were contrasted and the U and 
T Based Model that gave the accuracy was 0.909, A Recall was 0.873 and AF was 0.89 
[34] Applied 5 distinctive component extraction on 2 diverse datasets, the first dataset is gathered from SHP and the other one is 
custom gathered. Element extractions are: account based provisions are utilized to gather external data about accounts. Expressive 
provisions are utilized to distinguish the symmetric varieties of NL. Hashtag based provisions permit the client to apply labeling 
works with. Word installing based highlights where words have a similar significance and portrayal. Theme word based element 
utilized as significant watchwords. The proposed model has a complete 4 stages: tweets separated from various Twitter accounts, 
preprocessing strategies stop words and tokenization applied on separated tweets, Feature extraction utilizing LSA, LDA and glove 
applied on gathered datasets and in the last advance datasets is prepared for train test parting. For best outcomes applied assessment 
measurements and MLP recorded the most elevated precision 93%, 98% exactness was noticed for the SPD dataset and 
Classification likelihood 97 records accurately characterized and just 3 misclassified. 
[35] Proposed a crossover approach for distinguishing the spam based profiles on the foundations of likeness. Group approaches are 
utilized for choosing the underlying spam represents arrangement purposes. Three classifiers were utilized in the proposed model: 
multi-facet perceptron (MLP) used to address the direct and nonlinear characterization issues, support vector machine (SVM) 
dissected the information and identify the example, Random Forest is the part of choice tree and it deals with tree structure. The 
datasets are gathered from well-known individuals and ground truth information. 100% of F-measure didn’t get from proposed 
model yet it further developed execution of the classifier with decrease in blunder rate. 
[36] Utilized seven characterization models for spam discovery: Naive Bayesian (NB) required less computational time for 
preparing information and execution is acceptable. K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) was utilized to characterize new example based 
comparability measures and store all accessible example based. Choice Tree (DT) utilizing less memory space than other classifiers 
for great outcomes. Irregular Forest (RF) use since it is extremely basic and for relapse and arrangement assignments it very well 
may be utilized. Strategic Regression is utilized for ascertaining the probabilities of occasions that are utilized. Backing Vector 
Machine (SVM) performs gathering by end the hyper plane that upholds the lead concerning two classes. Outrageous Gradient 
Boosting (XGBoost) revises the past model and ads forecast. Twitter Social Honeypot Dataset is utilized since it is before arranged 
as spammers and legitimate customers reliant upon tweet content, client conduct and topological features. Datasets are marked as Y 
and Z.top 10 datasets are named as Y and top 7 datasets marked as Z. For Y, XGBoost is 91% and RF is 92% that is the most 
noteworthy of F-score. For Z, RF most noteworthy of F-score is 94% furthermore; XGBoost most reduced of F-score is 74% 
[37] Proposed a system that can recognize spam and advancement campings.This structure involves three central advances: Right 
off the bat, recognize URLs of records that have comparative posts. Also, identify client setting up camp that might be intended for 
spam or advancements. Used chart based strategies for contender camping location. At last, presenting accounts joins on likeness 
estimation. It can isolate among headways and spam campaigns from conventional ones reliant upon SVM. They affirmed the 
plausibility of their structure on a gather datasets and expected outcomes showed that this proposed method eliminated the 
campaigns by then arranged them into regular, headway and spam groupings with high precision. Test include system accuracy is 
0.98. Its presentation isn't acceptable. SVM classifiers got a higher accuracy and review rates. 
[38] Directed an investigation to mastermind messages with an ultimate objective to perceive among ham and spam email by 
building a useful and fragile arrangement model with high exactness and low bogus positive rate. Text preprocessing, tokenization 
and separating of words that form the component word reference and records of element vectors. For better outcomes, stop words 
eliminated and two final products anticipated: bogus negative or bogus positive. Bogus positive is the most pessimistic scenario 
since ham SMS goes into spam. SVC moreover conveyed no sham up-sides with less bogus up-sides stood out from Naïve Bayes. 
Finally, the usage of various combined SVC classifiers in an Adaboost model delivers a more changed outcome. 
[39] Proposed an approach to distinguish the spam via online media applications continuously. It devises the recognition on tweet 
level by utilizing a structure two sorts of module: ongoing mod working with spam discovery module and clump mod working with 
model update module. Four lightweight identifiers ordered by spam identification. Information is refreshed in bunch and that is the 
manner by which it gains from designs and recognizes the spam on tweet levels. The outcomes accomplished from tests shows that 
unhesitatingly marked bunches and give great exactness 
[40] Proposed a technique to break down the information for Twitter spamming continuously. They distinguish the spammers inside 
the Twitter traffic by utilizing examining dim box AI framework and Random timberlands algorithms. To test their recognition 
strategy, they utilized two unique sheets. One is from different specialists and the subsequent one is worked by them. They 
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appointed the various benchmarks to survey the spamming. A non-uniform element examining strategy improves viable hunter 
instead of other ordinary methodologies. 
[41] Proposed a versatile structure for both advancement missions and spam discovery. The three stages of the interaction 
incorporate connecting those records who post URLs for similar purposes, removing those missions of the up-and-comers which 
may be utilized for spam, and separating their goal. Related enormous datasets from Twitter have been utilized for this reason. 
[42] Introduced the entire interaction as subject to Learning and Classifying. It arranged the Twitter spam identification draws near 
and a while later arranged spam tweets as URL based spam discovery and phony substance based location. Counterfeit client based 
discovery is likewise contrasted and techniques dependent on a couple of provisions, for example, time highlights, content 
components, structure elements and client highlights. Two characterized modules applied on datasets that were SVM (Support 
Vector Machine) and Naive Bayes. Both examination execution results were SVM Accuracy 83% and Naive Bayes Accuracy 92%. 
Henceforth, Naive Bayes Accuracy was higher than SVM. 
[43] Q. Cao, M. Sirivianos, X. Yang, and T. Pregueiro describe the “Aiding the detection of fake accounts in large scale social 
online services”.in this paper, SybilRank, an effective and efficient fake account inference scheme, which allows OSNs to rank 
accounts according to their perceived likelihood of being fake. It works on the extracted knowledge from the network so it detects, 
verify and remove the fake accounts. 
[44]Twitter is different from other social media platforms because it has some unique features that are why traditional methods of 
spam detection are not suitable for Twitter. Therefore, a spam detector framework designed specifically for Twitter this research 
suggests as Twitter Spam Detector. A framework of spam detection from Twitter a designed known as Twitter Spam Detection and 
for rank spammer’s legitimate users’ use Naïve Bayes classifiers that depend on Twitter ‘special features. On the report of 
diagnostic results, Twitter- Spam Detector’s accuracy is 0.943 and sensitivity is 0.913. 
[45] Presented the machine learning algorithm that has been developed to detect fake followers on Twitter. Firstly, collected a huge 
sample consisting the 13000 number of fake followers and 5386 number of real followers gathered and authorized all collected data 
manually. Secondly, for differentiating between real followers and fake followers identified several features. Thirdly, used identified 
features as an attribute of machine learning methods to categories as real or fake followers. Finally, using machine learning methods 
get high detection accuracy rate approximating SVM is 60.48%, Simple Logistic is 90.02 % and k-nearest neighbor is 98.74% and 
using others achieved low accuracy. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Twitter, is a United States-based micro blogging site that allows people from all over the world to connect to express them freely. 
Every second, an average of 6,000 tweets are posted on Twitter, which translates to more than 350,000 tweets per minute, 500 
million tweets per day, and approximately 200 billion tweets per year. This attention as a leading global site also faces existing but 
growing problems such as spam or the presence of numerous fake accounts or "bots", which are self-regulatory, endangering the 
confidentiality and content of the users. In August 2014, Twitter announced that 8.5% of its monthly active users, equivalent to 
around 23 million users, had automatically contacted its servers to receive regular updates. Because Twitter has unique 
characteristics of email services and websites, traditional spam filtering methods cannot detect spam on Twitter. So what is needed 
is a more robust approach to spam detection designed specifically for Twitter. To provide a spam-free environment, spam tweets 
must be recognized and filtered, as well as their users. In this paper, Twitter's spam detection characteristics and approaches 
proposed in the literature are discussed taking into account the general behavior of spammers. Several new Twitter features based on 
syntax, feature analysis, and blacklisting techniques were reviewed. In addition, we have prepared a comprehensive review of the 
best algorithms to implement based on the conclusions drawn from previous research papers and articles published in this field with 
a discussion of the latest features implemented by Twitter to eliminate this complex but difficult problem to decipher. 
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